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Abstract. Program logics typically reason about an over-approximation
of program behaviour to prove the absence of bugs. Recently, program
logics have been proposed that instead prove the presence of bugs by
means of under-approximate reasoning, which has the promise of better
scalability. In this paper, we present an under-approximate program logic
for a nondeterministic graph programming language, and show how it
can be used to reason deductively about program incorrectness, whether
defined by the presence of forbidden graph structure or by finitely failing
executions. We prove this ‘incorrectness logic’ to be sound and complete,
and speculate on some possible future applications of it.
Keywords: Program logics · Under-approximate reasoning · Bugs
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Introduction

Many problems in computer science and software engineering can be modelled
in terms of rule-based graph transformations [13], motivating research into verifying the correctness of grammars and programs based on this unit of computation. Various approaches towards this goal have been proposed, with techniques
including model checking [9], unfoldings [4, 16], k-induction [29], weakest preconditions [10, 11], abstract interpretation [17], and program logics [5, 24, 25].
Verification approaches based on program logics and proofs typically reason
about over-approximations of program behaviours to prove the absence of bugs.
For instance, proving a partial correctness specification {pre}P {post} guarantees
that for states satisfying pre, every terminating execution of P ends in a state
satisfying post. Recently, authors have begun to investigate under-approximate
program logics that instead prove the presence of bugs, motivated by the promise
of better scalability that may result from reasoning only about the subset of paths
that matter. De Vries and Koutavas [30] proposed the first program logic of this
kind, using it to reason about state reachability for randomised nondeterministic
algorithms. O’Hearn [21] extended the idea to an incorrectness logic that tracked
both successful and erroneous executions. Under-approximate program logics
have also been explored for local reasoning [28] and proving insecurity [18].
An under-approximate specification [pres]P [res] specifies a reachability property in the reverse direction: that every state satisfying res (‘result’) is reachable
by executing P on some state (not necessarily all) satisfying pres (‘presumption’). In other words, res under-approximates the reachable states, allowing
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for sound reasoning about undesirable behaviours without any false positives,
i.e. a formal logical basis for bug catching. This is one of many dualities underapproximate program logics have with Hoare logics [14]. Other important dualities include the inverted rule of consequence in which postconditions can be
strenghtened (e.g. by dropping disjuncts/paths), as well as the completeness
proof which relies on weakest postconditions rather than weakest preconditions.
In this paper, we present an under-approximate program logic for reasoning
about the presence of bugs in nondeterministic attribute-manipulating graph
programs. Following O’Hearn [21], we design it as an incorrectness logic, and
show how it can be used to reason deductively about the presence of forbidden
graph structures or finitely failing executions (e.g. due to the failure of finding a match for a rule). As our main technical result, we prove the soundness
and relative completeness of our incorrectness logic with respect to a relational
denotational semantics. The work in this paper is principally a theoretical exposition, but is motivated by some possible future applications, such as the use
of incorrectness logic as a basis for sound reasoning in symbolic execution tools
for graph and model transformations (e.g. [1, 3, 20]).
The paper is organised as follows. In Section 2 we provide preliminary definitions of graphs and graph morphisms. In Section 3 we define graph programs
using a relational denotational semantics, as well as an assertion language (‘Econditions’) for specifying properties of program states. In Section 4, we present
an incorrectness logic for graph programs and demonstrate it on some examples. In Section 5, we formally define the assertion transformations used in our
incorrectness logic, and present our main soundness and completeness results.
Finally, we review some related work in Section 6 before concluding in Section 7.
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Preliminaries

We use a definition of graphs in which edges are directed, nodes (resp. edges)
are partially (resp. totally) labelled, and parallel edges are allowed to exist. All
graphs in this paper will be totally labelled except for the interface graphs in
rule applications (for technical reasons to support relabelling [12]).
A graph over a label alphabet C is a system G = hVG , EG , sG , tG , lG , mG i
comprising a finite set VG of nodes, a finite set EG of edges, source and target
functions sG , tG : EG → VG , a partial node labelling function lG : VG → C, and
a total edge labelling function mG : EG → {}. If VG = ∅, then G is the empty
graph, which we denote by ∅. Given a node v ∈ VG , we write lG (v) = ⊥ to express
that lG (v) is undefined. A graph G is totally labelled if lG is a total function.
Note that for simplicity of presentation, in this paper, we label all edges with a
in diagrams. Note also that we
‘blank’ label denoted by  and rendered as
8 .
use an undirected edge 8 8 to represent a pair of edges 8
We write G(C⊥ ) (resp. G(C)) to denote the class of all (resp. all totally labelled) graphs over label alphabet C. Let L denote the label alphabet Z+ , i.e. all
non-empty sequences of integers. In diagrams we will delimit the integers of the
sequence using colons, e.g. 5:6:7:8.
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A graph morphism g : G → H between graphs G, H in G(C⊥ ) consists of
two functions gV : VG → VH and gE : EG → EH that preserve sources, targets
and labels; that is, sH ◦ gE = gV ◦ sG , tH ◦ gE = gV ◦ tG , mH ◦ gE = mG , and
lH (gV (v)) = lG (v) for all nodes v for which lG (v) 6= ⊥. We call G, H respectively
the domain and codomain of g.
A morphism g is injective (surjective) if gV and gE are injective (surjective).
Injective morphisms are usually denoted by hooked arrows, ,→. A morphism g
is an isomorphism if it is injective, surjective, and satisfies lH (gV (v)) = ⊥ for all
nodes v with lG (v) = ⊥. In this case G and H are isomorphic, which is denoted
by G ∼
= H. Finally, a morphism g is an inclusion if g(x) = x for all nodes and
edges x.
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Graph Programs and Assertions

We begin by introducing the graph programs that will be the target of our
incorrectness logic, as well as an assertion language (‘E-conditions’) that will be
used for specifying properties of the program states (which consist of graphs). To
allow for a self-contained presentation, our programs are a simplified ‘core’ of fullfledged graph programming languages (e.g. GP 2 [23]) which have several more
features for practicality (e.g. additional types, negative application conditions).
First, we define the underlying unit of computation in graph programs: the
application of a graph transformation rule with relabelling.
Definition 1 (Rule). A (concrete) rule r : hL ←- K ,→ Ri comprises totally
labelled graphs L, R ∈ G(L), a partially labelled graph K ∈ G(L⊥ ), and inclusions K ,→ L, K ,→ R. We call L, R the left- and right-hand graphs of r, and K
its interface.
t
u
Intuitively, an application of a rule r to a graph G ∈ G(L) removes items
in L − K, preserves those in K, adds the items in R − K, and relabels the
unlabelled nodes in K. An injective morphism g : L ,→ G is a match for r if
it satisfies the dangling condition, i.e. no node in g(L) − g(K) is incident to
an edge in G − g(L). In this case, G directly derives H ∈ G(L) with comatch
h : R ,→ H, denoted G ⇒r,g,h H (or just G ⇒r H), by: (1): removing all nodes
and edges in g(L) − g(K); (2) disjointly adding all nodes and edges from R − K,
keeping their labels (for e ∈ ER − EK , sH (e) is sR (e) if sR (e) ∈ VR − VK ,
otherwise gV (sR (e)); targets analogous); (3) for every node in K, lH (gV (v))
becomes lR (v). Semantically, direct derivations are constructed as two ‘natural
pushouts’ (see [12] for the technical details).
In practical graph programming languages, we need a more powerful unit
of computation—the rule schema—which describes (potentially) infinitely many
concrete rules by labelling the graphs over expressions. We define a simple abstract syntax ‘Exp’ (Figure 1) which derives a label alphabet of (lists of) integer
expressions, including variables (‘Var’) of type integer.
A graph in G(L) can be obtained from a graph in G(Exp) by means of an
interpretation, which is a partial function I : Var → Z. We denote the domain of
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Exp
::= Integer | Integer ’:’ Exp
Integer ::= Digit {Digit} | Var | ’−’ Integer | Integer ArithOp Integer
ArithOp ::= ’+’ | ’−’ | ’∗’ | ’/’

Fig. 1: Abstract syntax of rule schema labels
r:
<latexit sha1_base64="SqCVR/z4qGlYUr59AZpxy/+7MXQ=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KkkVFE9FLx6r2A9oQ9lsN+3SzSbsToQS+g+8eFDEq//Im//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IJHCoOt+Oyura+sbm4Wt4vbO7t5+6eCwaeJUM95gsYx1O6CGS6F4AwVK3k40p1EgeSsY3U791hPXRsTqEccJ9yM6UCIUjKKVHvR1r1R2K+4MZJl4OSlDjnqv9NXtxyyNuEImqTEdz03Qz6hGwSSfFLup4QllIzrgHUsVjbjxs9mlE3JqlT4JY21LIZmpvycyGhkzjgLbGVEcmkVvKv7ndVIMr/xMqCRFrth8UZhKgjGZvk36QnOGcmwJZVrYWwkbUk0Z2nCKNgRv8eVl0qxWvPNK9f6iXLvJ4yjAMZzAGXhwCTW4gzo0gEEIz/AKb87IeXHenY9564qTzxzBHzifP1u8jT4=</latexit>

x:i

rI : 8:0
<latexit sha1_base64="PS0k1/EGEhhjFrDSrhpzffnU/m4=">AAAB63icbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRbBU9mtguKp6EVvFewHtGvJptk2NMkuSVYoS/+CFw+KePUPefPfmG33oK0PBh7vzTAzL4g508Z1v53Cyura+kZxs7S1vbO7V94/aOkoUYQ2ScQj1QmwppxJ2jTMcNqJFcUi4LQdjG8yv/1ElWaRfDCTmPoCDyULGcEmk9Tj3VW/XHGr7gxomXg5qUCORr/81RtEJBFUGsKx1l3PjY2fYmUY4XRa6iWaxpiM8ZB2LZVYUO2ns1un6MQqAxRGypY0aKb+nkix0HoiAtspsBnpRS8T//O6iQkv/ZTJODFUkvmiMOHIRCh7HA2YosTwiSWYKGZvRWSEFSbGxlOyIXiLLy+TVq3qnVVr9+eV+nUeRxGO4BhOwYMLqMMtNKAJBEbwDK/w5gjnxXl3PuatBSefOYQ/cD5/AKSejfk=</latexit>

v

v

y

8

w

<latexit sha1_base64="i/GqUpHmMvH0dqFN+pLi9rG2IPg=">AAAB9XicbVDLTgJBEOzFF+IL9ehlIzHxRHbRRI9ELx4xkUcCK5kdemHC7MxmZlZCCP/hxYPGePVfvPk3DrAHBSvppFLVne6uMOFMG8/7dnJr6xubW/ntws7u3v5B8fCooWWqKNap5FK1QqKRM4F1wwzHVqKQxCHHZji8nfnNJ1SaSfFgxgkGMekLFjFKjJUeOwMphxwjQ5SSo26x5JW9OdxV4mekBBlq3eJXpydpGqMwlBOt276XmGBClGGU47TQSTUmhA5JH9uWChKjDibzq6fumVV6biSVLWHcufp7YkJircdxaDtjYgZ62ZuJ/3nt1ETXwYSJJDUo6GJRlHLXSHcWgdtjCqnhY0sIVcze6tIBUYQaG1TBhuAvv7xKGpWyf1Gu3F+WqjdZHHk4gVM4Bx+uoAp3UIM6UFDwDK/w5oycF+fd+Vi05pxs5hj+wPn8ASPqku0=</latexit>

w

<latexit sha1_base64="i/GqUpHmMvH0dqFN+pLi9rG2IPg=">AAAB9XicbVDLTgJBEOzFF+IL9ehlIzHxRHbRRI9ELx4xkUcCK5kdemHC7MxmZlZCCP/hxYPGePVfvPk3DrAHBSvppFLVne6uMOFMG8/7dnJr6xubW/ntws7u3v5B8fCooWWqKNap5FK1QqKRM4F1wwzHVqKQxCHHZji8nfnNJ1SaSfFgxgkGMekLFjFKjJUeOwMphxwjQ5SSo26x5JW9OdxV4mekBBlq3eJXpydpGqMwlBOt276XmGBClGGU47TQSTUmhA5JH9uWChKjDibzq6fumVV6biSVLWHcufp7YkJircdxaDtjYgZ62ZuJ/3nt1ETXwYSJJDUo6GJRlHLXSHcWgdtjCqnhY0sIVcze6tIBUYQaG1TBhuAvv7xKGpWyf1Gu3F+WqjdZHHk4gVM4Bx+uoAp3UIM6UFDwDK/w5oycF+fd+Vi05pxs5hj+wPn8ASPqku0=</latexit>

-

v

w

,!

x:i

-

v

w

,!

8:0

gV(w)
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<latexit sha1_base64="i/GqUpHmMvH0dqFN+pLi9rG2IPg=">AAAB9XicbVDLTgJBEOzFF+IL9ehlIzHxRHbRRI9ELx4xkUcCK5kdemHC7MxmZlZCCP/hxYPGePVfvPk3DrAHBSvppFLVne6uMOFMG8/7dnJr6xubW/ntws7u3v5B8fCooWWqKNap5FK1QqKRM4F1wwzHVqKQxCHHZji8nfnNJ1SaSfFgxgkGMekLFjFKjJUeOwMphxwjQ5SSo26x5JW9OdxV4mekBBlq3eJXpydpGqMwlBOt276XmGBClGGU47TQSTUmhA5JH9uWChKjDibzq6fumVV6biSVLWHcufp7YkJircdxaDtjYgZ62ZuJ/3nt1ETXwYSJJDUo6GJRlHLXSHcWgdtjCqnhY0sIVcze6tIBUYQaG1TBhuAvv7xKGpWyf1Gu3F+WqjdZHHk4gVM4Bx+uoAp3UIM6UFDwDK/w5oycF+fd+Vi05pxs5hj+wPn8ASPqku0=</latexit>

-

y:i+1

v

8:1

w

w

<latexit sha1_base64="7YD8hycuFc2nMaqyiCGHygK5tbE=">AAAB+HicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+dNWjl2ARPJXdKuix6MVjBfsB7VKyabYNzSZLklXq0l/ixYMiXv0p3vw3pu0etPXBwOO9GWbmhQln2njet1NYW9/Y3Cpul3Z29/bL7sFhS8tUEdokkkvVCbGmnAnaNMxw2kkUxXHIaTsc38z89gNVmklxbyYJDWI8FCxiBBsr9d1ybyTlWLHhyGCl5GPfrXhVbw60SvycVCBHo+9+9QaSpDEVhnCsddf3EhNkWBlGOJ2WeqmmCSZjPKRdSwWOqQ6y+eFTdGqVAYqksiUMmqu/JzIcaz2JQ9sZYzPSy95M/M/rpia6CjImktRQQRaLopQjI9EsBTRgihLDJ5Zgopi9FZERVpgYm1XJhuAvv7xKWrWqf16t3V1U6td5HEU4hhM4Ax8uoQ630IAmEEjhGV7hzXlyXpx352PRWnDymSP4A+fzB3UJk5s=</latexit>
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v

,!

<latexit sha1_base64="7YD8hycuFc2nMaqyiCGHygK5tbE=">AAAB+HicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+dNWjl2ARPJXdKuix6MVjBfsB7VKyabYNzSZLklXq0l/ixYMiXv0p3vw3pu0etPXBwOO9GWbmhQln2njet1NYW9/Y3Cpul3Z29/bL7sFhS8tUEdokkkvVCbGmnAnaNMxw2kkUxXHIaTsc38z89gNVmklxbyYJDWI8FCxiBBsr9d1ybyTlWLHhyGCl5GPfrXhVbw60SvycVCBHo+9+9QaSpDEVhnCsddf3EhNkWBlGOJ2WeqmmCSZjPKRdSwWOqQ6y+eFTdGqVAYqksiUMmqu/JzIcaz2JQ9sZYzPSy95M/M/rpia6CjImktRQQRaLopQjI9EsBTRgihLDJ5Zgopi9FZERVpgYm1XJhuAvv7xKWrWqf16t3V1U6td5HEU4hhM4Ax8uoQ630IAmEEjhGV7hzXlyXpx352PRWnDymSP4A+fzB3UJk5s=</latexit>

gV(v)

<latexit sha1_base64="7YD8hycuFc2nMaqyiCGHygK5tbE=">AAAB+HicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+dNWjl2ARPJXdKuix6MVjBfsB7VKyabYNzSZLklXq0l/ixYMiXv0p3vw3pu0etPXBwOO9GWbmhQln2njet1NYW9/Y3Cpul3Z29/bL7sFhS8tUEdokkkvVCbGmnAnaNMxw2kkUxXHIaTsc38z89gNVmklxbyYJDWI8FCxiBBsr9d1ybyTlWLHhyGCl5GPfrXhVbw60SvycVCBHo+9+9QaSpDEVhnCsddf3EhNkWBlGOJ2WeqmmCSZjPKRdSwWOqQ6y+eFTdGqVAYqksiUMmqu/JzIcaz2JQ9sZYzPSy95M/M/rpia6CjImktRQQRaLopQjI9EsBTRgihLDJ5Zgopi9FZERVpgYm1XJhuAvv7xKWrWqf16t3V1U6td5HEU4hhM4Ax8uoQ630IAmEEjhGV7hzXlyXpx352PRWnDymSP4A+fzB3UJk5s=</latexit>

,!

<latexit sha1_base64="7YD8hycuFc2nMaqyiCGHygK5tbE=">AAAB+HicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+dNWjl2ARPJXdKuix6MVjBfsB7VKyabYNzSZLklXq0l/ixYMiXv0p3vw3pu0etPXBwOO9GWbmhQln2njet1NYW9/Y3Cpul3Z29/bL7sFhS8tUEdokkkvVCbGmnAnaNMxw2kkUxXHIaTsc38z89gNVmklxbyYJDWI8FCxiBBsr9d1ybyTlWLHhyGCl5GPfrXhVbw60SvycVCBHo+9+9QaSpDEVhnCsddf3EhNkWBlGOJ2WeqmmCSZjPKRdSwWOqQ6y+eFTdGqVAYqksiUMmqu/JzIcaz2JQ9sZYzPSy95M/M/rpia6CjImktRQQRaLopQjI9EsBTRgihLDJ5Zgopi9FZERVpgYm1XJhuAvv7xKWrWqf16t3V1U6td5HEU4hhM4Ax8uoQ630IAmEEjhGV7hzXlyXpx352PRWnDymSP4A+fzB3UJk5s=</latexit>

,!
g

8:0

<latexit sha1_base64="7YD8hycuFc2nMaqyiCGHygK5tbE=">AAAB+HicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+dNWjl2ARPJXdKuix6MVjBfsB7VKyabYNzSZLklXq0l/ixYMiXv0p3vw3pu0etPXBwOO9GWbmhQln2njet1NYW9/Y3Cpul3Z29/bL7sFhS8tUEdokkkvVCbGmnAnaNMxw2kkUxXHIaTsc38z89gNVmklxbyYJDWI8FCxiBBsr9d1ybyTlWLHhyGCl5GPfrXhVbw60SvycVCBHo+9+9QaSpDEVhnCsddf3EhNkWBlGOJ2WeqmmCSZjPKRdSwWOqQ6y+eFTdGqVAYqksiUMmqu/JzIcaz2JQ9sZYzPSy95M/M/rpia6CjImktRQQRaLopQjI9EsBTRgihLDJ5Zgopi9FZERVpgYm1XJhuAvv7xKWrWqf16t3V1U6td5HEU4hhM4Ax8uoQ630IAmEEjhGV7hzXlyXpx352PRWnDymSP4A+fzB3UJk5s=</latexit>

h

8

,!
<latexit sha1_base64="7YD8hycuFc2nMaqyiCGHygK5tbE=">AAAB+HicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+dNWjl2ARPJXdKuix6MVjBfsB7VKyabYNzSZLklXq0l/ixYMiXv0p3vw3pu0etPXBwOO9GWbmhQln2njet1NYW9/Y3Cpul3Z29/bL7sFhS8tUEdokkkvVCbGmnAnaNMxw2kkUxXHIaTsc38z89gNVmklxbyYJDWI8FCxiBBsr9d1ybyTlWLHhyGCl5GPfrXhVbw60SvycVCBHo+9+9QaSpDEVhnCsddf3EhNkWBlGOJ2WeqmmCSZjPKRdSwWOqQ6y+eFTdGqVAYqksiUMmqu/JzIcaz2JQ9sZYzPSy95M/M/rpia6CjImktRQQRaLopQjI9EsBTRgihLDJ5Zgopi9FZERVpgYm1XJhuAvv7xKWrWqf16t3V1U6td5HEU4hhM4Ax8uoQ630IAmEEjhGV7hzXlyXpx352PRWnDymSP4A+fzB3UJk5s=</latexit>

8:0

hV(v)

8:1

hV(w)

8

Fig. 2: Example rule schema application

I by dom(I), and the set of variables used in a graph G ∈ G(Exp) by vars(G).
If vars(G) ⊆ dom(I), then GI ∈ G(L) is the graph obtained by evaluating the
expressions in the standard way, with variables x substituted for I(x). Interpretations may also be applied to morphisms, e.g. p : P ,→ C becomes pI : P I ,→ C I .
Definition 2 (Rule schema). A rule schema r : hL ⇒ Ri with L, R ∈ G(Exp)
represents concrete rules rI : hLI ←- K ,→ RI i where dom(I) = vars(L) and K
consists of the preserved nodes only (with all nodes unlabelled). Note that we
assume for any rule schema, vars(R) ⊆ vars(L).
t
u
The application of a rule schema r = hL ⇒ Ri to a graph G ∈ G(L) consists
of the following steps: (1) choose an interpretation I with dom(I) = vars(L);
(2) choose a match, i.e. a morphism g : LI ,→ G that satisfies the dangling
condition with respect to rI : hLI ←- K ,→ RI i; (3) apply rI with match g.
If a graph H with comatch h : RI ,→ H is derived from G via these steps,
we write G ⇒r,g,h (or just G ⇒r H). Moreover, if a graph H can be derived
from a graph G via some r in a set of rule schemata R, we write G ⇒R H
(i.e. nondeterministic choice of rule schema). If no rule schema in the set has a
match for G, we write G 6⇒R (i.e. finite failure).
Example 1 (Rule schema application). Figure 2 displays a rule schema r : hL ←K ,→ Ri with its interface (top row), a possible instantiation rI where I(x) =
I(y) = 8 and I(i) = 0 (middle row). Finally, the bottom row depicts a direct
derivation from G (bottom left) to H (bottom right) via rI .
t
u
Definition 3 (Graph programs). (Graph) programs are defined inductively.
Given a set of rule schemata R, R and R! are programs. If P, Q are programs
and R a set of rule schemata, then P ; Q and if R then P else Q are programs.
t
u
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JRKok = {(G, H) | G ⇒R H}
JRKer = {(G, G) | G 6⇒R }
JP ; QK = {(G, H) | ∃G0 .(G, G0 ) ∈ JP Kok and (G0 , H) ∈ JQK}
∪ (if  = er then {(G, H) | (G, H) ∈ JP Ker})
JR!Kok = JRKer ∪ JR; R!Kok
JR!Ker = ∅
Jif R then P else QK = {(G, H) | ∃G0 .(G, G0 ) ∈ JRKok and (G, H) ∈ JP K}
∪ {(G, H) | (G, G) ∈ JRKer and (G, H) ∈ JQK}
Incorrectness Logic for Graph Programs
3
8
Fig. 3: A relational denotational semantics
for graph programs
+

8

init(x):

)
8 )+

8:0

8:1

8:0

8:1

8:2

sha1_base64="sg0B435T91O0QmmgiGHyuEGlOn4=">AAAB9HicbVBNSwMxEM36WetX1aOXYBEEoexWQY9FLx6r2A9o15JNs21oNlmT2UpZ+ju8eFDEqz/Gm//GtN2Dtj4YeLw3w8y8IBbcgOt+O0vLK6tr67mN/ObW9s5uYW+/blSiKatRJZRuBsQwwSWrAQfBmrFmJAoEawSD64nfGDJtuJL3MIqZH5Ge5CGnBKzkt+94rw9Ea/X0cNopFN2SOwVeJF5GiihDtVP4ancVTSImgQpiTMtzY/BTooFTwcb5dmJYTOiA9FjLUkkiZvx0evQYH1uli0OlbUnAU/X3REoiY0ZRYDsjAn0z703E/7xWAuGln3IZJ8AknS0KE4FB4UkCuMs1oyBGlhCqub0V0z7RhILNKW9D8OZfXiT1csk7K5Vvz4uVqyyOHDpER+gEeegCVdANqqIaougRPaNX9OYMnRfn3fmYtS452cwB+gPn8we1dpIO</latexit>

<latexit

<latexit
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Intuitively, R
denotes a single nondeterministic application of a rule schemata
RuleSetSucc ` [c ^ App(R)] R [ok : WPost(R, c)]
set. This results in failure if none of the rules are applicable to the current graph.
The program R! denotes as-long-as-possible iteration of R, in which the iteration
RuleSetFail ` [c ^ ¬App(R)] R [er : c]
terminates the moment that R is no longer applicable to the current graph (the
program never fails). Finally, the program P ; Q denotes sequential composition,
IterZero ` [c ^ ¬App(R)] R! [ok : c]
and if R then P else
Q denotes conditional branching, determined by testing
the applicability of R (note that R will not transform the current graph).
3: Incorrectness
graph programs
Each graphFig.
program
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simple for
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loop invariants don’t play a central role in under-approximate reasoning like they
do for
over-approximate.
Note
that divergence is treated in an implicit way: a program that always
diverges is associated with empty relations. For example, Jh∅ ⇒ ∅i!Kok = ∅.
Definition 1 (Underapproximate validity). Let c, d denote E-constraints,
PExample
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and ✏ an exit
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adjacent nodes are associated
with the same colour. The program nondeterministically assigns a colour of ‘0’
— invariants less important for underapproximate reasoning
— total correctness paper? Invariant plus hash function maybe simpler?
— backVariant or IterBackVar?
— IterZero and Iter are derived from IterBackVar... not our intention to be
minimal
— the n in the parameterised predicate is the variant
— probably needed for completeness... see Toby’s paper
— bounded unrolling? capability similar to bounded model checking
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to a node, encoding it as the second element of the label’s sequence, before
iteratively matching adjacent pairs of coloured/uncoloured nodes and assigning
a colour to the latter obtained by incrementing the colour of the former. Note
that the edges are undirected for simplicity.
Two possible executions are shown in Figure 4, the first of which leads to
a correct colouring, and the second of which leads to an illegal one. Moreover,
the program can finitely fail on input graphs for which init has no match. (We
shall use incorrectness logic to logically prove the presence of such outcomes.)
Before we can define an incorrectness logic for graph programs, we require
an assertion language for expressing properties of the states, i.e. graphs in G(L).
For this purpose we shall use nested conditions with expressions (‘E-conditions’),
which allow for the specification of properties at the same level of abstraction,
i.e. by graph morphisms annotated with expressions. The concept of E-conditions
was introduced in prior work [24, 25], but we shall present an alternative definition that more cleanly separates the quantification of graph structure and
integer variables (the latter was handled implicitly in previous work, which led
to more complicated assertion transformations).
Definition 5 (E-condition). Let P denote a graph in G(Exp). A nested condition with expressions ( short. E-condition) over P is of the form true, γ, ∃x.c,
or ∃a.c0 , where γ is an interpretation constraint (i.e. a Boolean expression over
‘Exp’), x is a variable in Var, c is an E-condition over P , a : P ,→ C is an injective
graph morphism over G(Exp), and c0 is an E-condition over C. Moreover, ¬c1 ,
c1 ∧ c2 , and c1 ∨ c2 are E-conditions over P if c1 , c2 are E-conditions over P . t
u
The free variables of an E-condition c, denoted FV(c), are those variables
present in node labels and interpretation constraints that are not bound by any
variable quantifier (defined in the standard way). If c is defined over the empty
graph ∅ and FV(c) = ∅, we call c an E-constraint. Furthermore, a mapping of
free variables to expressions σ = (x1 7→ e1 , · · · ) is called a substitution, and cσ
denotes the E-condition c but with all free variables x substituted for σ(x).
Definition 6 (Satisfaction of E-conditions). Let c denote an E-condition
over P , I an interpretation with dom(I) = FV(c), and p : P I ,→ G an injective
morphism over G(L). The satisfaction relation p |=I c is defined inductively.
If c has the form true, then p |=I c always. If c is an interpretation constraint
γ, then p |=I c if γ I = true (defined in the standard way). If c has the form ∃x.c0
where c0 is an E-condition over P , then p |=I c if p |=I[x7→v] c0 for some v ∈ Z. If
c has the form ∃a : P ,→ C.c0 where c0 is an E-condition over C, then p |=I c if
there exists an injective morphism q : C I ,→ G such that q ◦ aI = p and q |=I c0 .
I

a
C
֒→
=

֒→
p

I

q |= I c ′

→
֒

PI

G
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Finally, the satisfaction of Boolean formulae over E-conditions is defined in
the standard way.
t
u
The satisfaction of E-constraints by graphs is defined as a special case of
the general definition. That is, a graph G ∈ G(L) satisfies an E-constraint c,
denoted G |= c, if iG : ∅ ,→ G |=I∅ c, where I∅ is the empty interpretation,
i.e. with dom(I∅ ) = ∅.
For brevity, we write false for ¬true, c =⇒ d for ¬c∨d, ∀x.c for ¬∃x.¬c, ∀a.c
for ¬∃a.¬c, and ∃x1 , · · · xn .c for ∃x1 . · · · ∃xn .c (analogous for ∀). Furthermore, if
the domain of a morphism can unambiguously be inferred from the context, we
write only the codomain. For example, the E-constraint ∃∅ ,→ C. ∃C ,→ C 0 . true
can be written as ∃C. ∃C 0 .
Example 3 (E-constraint). The following E-constraint expresses that for every
pair of integer-labelled nodes, if the labels differ, then the nodes are adjacent:
∀x, y. ∀

x

v

y

w

. x 6= y =⇒ ∃

x

y

v

∨∃

w

x

y

v

w

Note that v, w are node identifiers to indicate which nodes are the same along
the chain of nested morphisms, as can be seen when denoting them in full:
∀x, y. ∀∅ ,→

x

v

y

w

. x 6= y =⇒ ∃

x

v

y

w

,→

x

v

y

w

∨∃

x

v

y

w

,→

x

v

y

w

These node identifiers may be omitted when the mappings are unambiguous.

4

Proving the Presence of Bugs

Before we define the proof rules of our incorrectness logic, it is important to
define what an incorrectness specification is and what it means for it to be valid.
In over-approximate program logics (e.g. [24, 25]) a specification is given in the
form of a triple, {c}P {d}, which under partial correctness expresses that if a
graph satisfies precondition c, and program P successfully terminates on it, then
the resulting graph will always satisfy d. The postcondition d over-approximates
the graphs reachable upon termination of P from graphs satisfying c.
Incorrectness logic [21], however, is based on under-approximate reasoning,
for which a specification [c]P [d] has a rather different meaning (and thus a
different notation). Here, we call the pre-assertion c a presumption and the postassertion d a result. The triple specifies that if a graph satisfies d, then it can
be derived from some graph satisfying c by executing P on it. In other words,
d under-approximates the states reached as a result of executing P on graphs
satisfying c. It does not specify that every graph satisfying c derives a graph
satisfying d, and it does not preclude graphs satisfying ¬c from deriving such
graphs either.
The principal benefit of proving such triples is then proving the presence of
bugs, and can be thought of as providing a possible formal foundation for static
bug catchers, e.g. symbolic execution tools. In graph programs, this amounts to
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RuleSetSucc ` [c ∧ App(R)] R [ok : WPost(R, c)][er : false]
RuleSetFail ` [c ∧ ¬App(R)] R [ok : false][er : c ∧ ¬App(R)]
SeqSucc

` [c] P [ok : e]
` [e] Q [ : d]
` [c] P ; Q [ : d]
IfElse

SeqFail

` [c] P [er : d]
` [c] P ; Q [er : d]

` [c ∧ App(R)] P [ : d] or ` [c ∧ ¬App(R)] Q [ : d]
` [c] if R then P else Q [ : d]
Cons

c ⇐= c0

` [c0 ] P [ : d0 ] d0 ⇐= d
` [c] P [ : d]

IterZero ` [c ∧ ¬App(R)] R! [ok : c ∧ ¬App(R)][er : false]
Iter

IterVar

` [c ∧ App(R)] R; R! [ok : d ∧ ¬App(R)]
` [c ∧ App(R)] R! [ok : d ∧ ¬App(R)]

` [ci−1 ] R [ok : ci ] for all 0 < i ≤ n, and cn =⇒ ¬App(R)
` [c0 ] R! [ok : cn ]

Fig. 5: Incorrectness axioms and proof rules for graph programs

formal proofs of the presence of illegal graph structure, but it can also facilitate
proofs of the presence of finite failure. To accommodate this, we adopt O’Hearn’s
approach [21] of tracking exit conditions  in the result, [c]P [ : d], using ok to
represent normal executions and er to track finite failures.
Definition 7 (Under-approximate validity). Let c, d denote E-constraints,
P a graph program, and  an exit condition. A specification [c] P [ : d] is valid,
denoted |= [c] P [ : d], if for every graph H ∈ G(L) such that H |= d, there
exists a graph G ∈ G(L) such that G |= c and (G, H) ∈ JP K.
t
u
Figure 5 presents the axioms and proof rules of our incorrectness logic for
graph programs, which are adapted from O’Hearn’s incorrectness logic for imperative programs [21]. We say that a triple is provable, denoted ` [c]P [ : d],
if it can be instantiated from any axiom, or deduced as the consequent of any
proof rule with provable antecedents. We use the notation ` [c]P [ok : d1 ][er : d2 ]
as shorthand for two separate triples, ` [c]P [ok : d1 ] and ` [c]P [er : d2 ].
Note that a number of axioms and proof rules rely on some transformations
that we have not yet defined: App(R), which expresses the existence of a match
for R, and WPost(R, c), which expresses the weakest postcondition that must
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be satisfied to guarantee the existence of a pre-state satisfying c. These transformations will be formally defined in Section 5.
The axioms RuleSetSucc and RuleSetFail allow for reasoning about the
most fundamental unit of graph programs: rule schema application. The former
covers the successful case: if a graph satisfies the weakest postcondition for rule
schemata set R and E-constraint c, then it can be derived from some graph
satisfying the presumption c ∧ App(R). The latter of the axioms covers the
possibility that R cannot be applied: in this case, we have an exit condition of
er to track its finite failure.
Sequential composition is handled by SeqSucc as well as SeqFail (to cover
the possibility of the first program resulting in failure). The conditional construct
is covered by IfElse: note that failure can only result from failure in the two
branches, and not from the guard R, which is simply tested to choose the branch.
It is important to highlight the rule of consequence, Cons, as the implications in the side conditions are reversed from those of the corresponding Hoare
logic rule [2, 14]. In incorrectness logic, we instead weaken the precondition and
strengthen the postcondition. Intuitively, this allows us to soundly drop disjuncts in the result and thus reason about fewer paths in the post-state, which
may support better scalability in tools [21].
For the iteration of rule schemata sets, we have a number of cases. The axiom
IterZero covers the case when a rule schemata set is no longer applicable (note
that this does not result in failure). The proof rule Iter unrolls a step of the
iteration. Traditional loop invariants are less important in these proof rules than
they are for Hoare logic, as we are reasoning about a subset of paths rather than
all of them. To see this, consider the triple |= [inv]R![ok : inv ∧ ¬App(R)] with
invariant inv. Under-approximate validity requires every graph H satisfying inv
and ¬App(R) to be derivable by applying R! to some graph G satisfying inv.
One can always find such a graph by taking G = H.
Finally, IterVar combines IterZero and Iter into one rule. It expresses
that a triple ` [c0 ]R![ok : cn ] can be proven if: (1) cn implies the termination of
the iteration (i.e. the non-applicability of R); and (2) if triples can be proven for
the n iterations of R. IterVar is a stricter version of the backwards variant rule
for while-loops in [21, 30]: had we adopted the rule in full, we would be able to
prove triples such as ` [c(0)]R![ok : ∃n.n ≥ 0.c(n)∧¬App(R)]. Here, c(i) denotes
a parameterised predicate, i.e. in our case, a function mapping expressions to Econstraints. Unfortunately, these are not possible to express using E-constraints,
and including them would strictly increase their expressive power beyond firstorder graph properties and the current capabilities of ‘WPost’.
Example 4 (Colouring: finite failure). In our first example, we prove the incorrectness specification ` [¬∃x.∃ x ] init; colour! [er : ¬∃x.∃ x ] for the program
of Figure 4. This triple specifies that if a graph does not contain any integerlabelled nodes, then it can be derived from another graph satisfying the same
condition that the program finitely fails on. Since init would fail on any such
graph, this specification is valid: the graph in the post-state is exactly the graph
in the pre-state. Figure 6 proves this triple using incorrectness logic.
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RuleSetFail
` [true ∧ ¬App(init)] init [er : true ∧ ¬App(init)]
Cons
` [¬App(init)] init [er : ¬App(init)]
SeqFail
` [¬App(init)] init; colour! [er : ¬App(init)]

Fig. 6: Proving the presence of failure (E-constraints in Figure 8)

Fig. 7: Proving the presence of an illegal graph (E-constraints in Figure 8)

Fig. 7: Proving the presence of an illegal graph (E-constraints in Figure 8)

which specifies that if a graph has an illegal colouring, at least one node coloured
‘0’, and colouring is no longer applicable, then it can be derived by applying the program to some graph containing an integer-labelled node (i.e. that
init does not fail on). This triple is provable (Figure 7) and valid, but not because of any problem with colour. Consider, for example, the graph 8:0 8:8 8:8 .
This is trivially reachable from graphs that already contain the illegal structure,
e.g. 8 8:8 8:8 , thus we are able to complete the proof using the IterZero rule.
Finally, we strengthen the condition on the result to try and prove the presence of an illegal colouring that is created by the program itself (see Figure 8
for the E-constraints):
` [c] init; colour! [ok : d ∧ ¬App(colour)]

The E-constraint c expresses that there exists at least one node and that no
node is coloured (instead of using conjunction, we express this more compactly
using nesting). The E-constraint d expresses that there are three coloured nodes
(with colours 0, 1, 1). Together, the triple specifies that every graph satisfying
d∧¬App(colour) can be derived from at least one graph satisfying c. This triple
is valid and provable (Figure 9) as the illegal colouring is a logical possibility
of some executions of colour!. Note that we cannot use an assertion such as
∃a, b.∃ a:1 b:1 in place of d, as this is satisfied by the graph 8:1 8:1 which is
impossible to derive from any graph satisfying c.
As E-constraints are equivalent to first-order logic on graphs [24], we are
precluded from proving a more general non-local condition, e.g. “there exists a

11

Example 5 (Colouring: illegal graph). While proving the presence of failure for
the program of Figure 4 is simple, there are some interesting subtleties involved
in proving the presence of illegal graph structure. Let us consider:


` [∃x.∃ x ] init; colour! [ok : ∃a, b, j.∃ a:j b:j ∧ (∃x.∃ x:0 ) ∧ ¬∃x.∃ x:i y ]

Incorrectness Logic for Graph Programs

u
t
u
t
` [true ^ App(init)] init [ok : WPost(init, true)]
` [illegal ^ ¬App(colour)] colour! [ok : illegal ^ ¬App(colour)]
` [App(init)] init [ok : illegal]
` [illegal] colour! [ok : illegal ^ ¬App(colour)]
` [App(init)] init; colour! [ok : illegal ^ ¬App(colour)]

Incorrectness Logic for Graph Programs
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∃a, b, j.∃ a:j b:j ∧ ∃x.∃ x:0
∃a.∃ a .¬∃d, k.∃ a d:k
∃a, b, c.∃ a:0 b:1 c:1 .¬∃d, k.∃ a:0 b:1 c:1 d:k
∃a, b, c.∃ a:0 b:1 c .¬∃d, k.∃ a:0 b:1 c d:k
∃a, b, c.∃ a:0 b c .¬∃d, k.∃ a:0 b c d:k
∃x.∃ x
∃x.∃ x:i y
∃x.∃ x:0


x:0 d:k
∃x.∃ x:0 . ¬∃d, k.∃ x:0 d:k ∨ ∃a.∃ a x:0 .¬∃d,
 k.∃ a
∃a, x, y.∃ a:0 x:1 y:2 .¬∃d, k.∃ a:0 x:1 y:2 d:k 
∨ ∃b, x, y.∃ x:0 b:1 y:1 .¬∃d, k.∃ x:0 b:1 y:1d:k ∨ · · ·
WPost(colour, f ) = ∃c, x, y.∃ x:0 y:1 c .¬∃d, k.∃ x:0 y:1 c d:k

∨ ∃b, c, x, y.∃ y:1 x:0 b c .¬∃d, k.∃ y:1 x:0 b c d:k ∨ · · ·

illegal
c
d
e
f
App(init)
App(colour)
WPost(init, true)
WPost(init, c)
WPost(colour, e)

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

Fig. 8: E-constraints used in the proofs of Figures 6, 7, and 9
cycle with an illegal colouring”. However, there are more powerful logics equipped
with similar transformations that may be possible to use instead [19, 27].

5

Transformations, Soundness, and Completeness

This section presents formal definitions and characterisations of the transformations that are used in some of our incorrectness axioms and proof rules. Following
this, we present our main technical result: the soundness and completeness of
our incorrectness logic with respect to the denotational semantics.
First, we consider ‘App’, which transforms a set of rule schemata into an Econstraint that expresses the minimum requirements on a graph for at least one of
the rules to be applicable. Intuitively, the E-constraint expresses the presence of
a match for a left-hand side, i.e. a morphism that satisfies the dangling condition.
This transformation is adapted from similar transformations in [10, 24].
Proposition 1 (Applicability). For every graph G ∈ G(L) and set of rule
schemata R,
G |= App(R) if and only if ∃H. G ⇒R H.

Construction. Define App(∅) = false and then App({r1 , · · · rn }) = app(r1 ) ∨
· · · app(rn ). Given a rule schema r = hL ←- K ,→ Ri over variables x1 , · · · xm ,
define app(r) = ∃x1 , · · · xm . ∃∅V,→ L. Dang(r).
Finally, define Dang(r) = a∈A ¬∃xa .∃a where the index set A ranges over
all injective morphisms (equated up to isomorphic codomains) a : L ,→ L⊕ such
that the pair hK ,→ L, ai has no natural pushout complement and each L⊕ is a
graph that can be obtained from L by adding either: (1) a single loop with label
; (2) a single edge with label  between distinct nodes; or (3) a single node
labelled with fresh variable xa and a non-looping edge incident to it with label
. If the index set A is empty, then Dang(r) = true.
t
u
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u
t
RuleSetSucc
` [c ^ App(init)] init [ok : WPost(init, c)]
Cons
` [c] init [ok : f ^ App(colour)]
` [f ^ App(colour)] colour! [ok : d ^ ¬App(colour)]
SeqSucc
` [c] init; colour! [ok : d ^ ¬App(colour)]

u
t
RuleSetSucc
` [f ^ App(colour)] colour [ok : WPost(colour, f )]
Cons
` [f ^ App(colour)] colour [ok : e ^ App(colour)]
` [e ^ App(colour)] colour! [ok : d ^ ¬App(colour)]
SeqSucc
` [f ^ App(colour)] colour; colour! [ok : d ^ ¬App(colour)]
` [f ^ App(colour)] colour! [ok : d ^ ¬App(colour)]
Iter

u
t
RuleSetSucc
` [e ^ App(colour)] colour [ok : WPost(colour, e)]
u
t
Cons
IterZero
` [e ^ App(colour)] colour [ok : d ^ ¬App(colour)]
` [d ^ ¬App(colour)] colour! [ok : d ^ ¬App(colour)]
SeqSucc
` [e ^ App(colour)] colour; colour! [ok : d ^ ¬App(colour)]
` [e ^ App(colour)] colour! [ok : d ^ ¬App(colour)]
Iter

Fig. 9: Proving the presence of an illegal colouring (E-constraints in Figure 8)

Fig. 9: Proving the presence of an illegal colouring (E-constraints in Figure 8)
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Next, we consider ‘WPost’, which transforms a set of rule schemata and a
presumption into a weakest postcondition, i.e. the weakest property a graph must
satisfy to guarantee the existence of a pre-state that satisfies the presumption.
WPost is defined via two intermediate transformations: ‘Shift’ and ‘Right’.
We begin by defining ‘Shift’, which
can be used
an E-constraint
c
Incorrectness
Logicto
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Graph Programs
9
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The second intermediate transformation for ‘WPost’ is ‘Right’, which transforms an E-condition over the left-hand side of a rule to an E-condition over the
right-hand side. This construction is based on transformation ‘L’ from [10, 24]
but in the reverse direction.
Lemma 2 (Left to right E-condition). Let r = hL ←- K ,→ Ri denote a rule
Christopher M. Poskitt
schema and c an E-condition over L. Then for every direct derivation G ⇒r,g,h H
with g : LI ,→ G and h : RI ,→ H,

10
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Right is defined for Boolean formulae over E-conditions as per usual.

Example 7 (Right). Continuing from Example 6, applying the transformation
Right(init, Shift(init, c)) results in the E-condition:
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rule schema set to a graph satisfying the presumption.

Proposition 2 (Weakest postcondition). Let R denote a rule schemata set
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and c an E-constraint. Then for every graph H ∈ G(L),

H |= WPost(R, c) implies 9G. G |= c and G )R H.
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Example
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the main
technical
results of our paper: the soundness and completeness of our

incorrectness logic for graph programs. Soundness means that any triple provable
` [c] P [✏ : d] implies |= [c] P [✏ : d].
in our logic is valid in the sense of Definition 7, i.e. that graphs satisfying the
result are reachable from some graph satisfying the presumption. The t
uproof of
this theorem is by structural induction on triples.

— complete only for the language with rule-set (not program) iteration.
Maybe just define the program like that in Section 3, don’t emphasise the restriction here
— relative completeness [1]
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Theorem 1 (Soundness). For all E-constraints c, d, graph programs P , and
exit conditions ,
` [c] P [ : d] implies |= [c] P [ : d].
t
u
Completeness is the other side of the coin: it means that any valid triple
can be proven using our logic. As is typical, we prove relative completeness [7]
in which completeness is relative to the existence of an oracle for deciding the
validity of assertions (as in Cons). The idea is to separate incompleteness due
to the incorrectness logic from incompleteness in deducing valid assertions, and
determine that no proof rules are missing. Our proof relies on some semantically
(or extensionally) defined assertions, WPOST[P, c], that characterise exactly the
weakest postcondition of an arbitrary program P relative to an E-constraint c.
Theorem 2 (Relative completeness). For all E-constraints c, d, graph programs P , and exit conditions ,
|= [c] P [ : d] implies ` [c] P [ : d].
t
u
It is important to remark that it is unknown whether E-constraints are expressive enough to specify precisely the assertion WPOST[P, c] in general; in
fact, there is evidence to suggest they may not be [31]. This is, however, a limitation of the logic and not the incorrectness proof rules, and expressiveness may
not be a problem faced by stronger assertion languages for graphs, such as those
supporting non-local properties [19, 22, 27].

6

Related Work

Over-approximate program logics for proving the absence of bugs have been studied extensively [2]. Our program logic differs by focusing on under-approximate
reasoning, i.e. proofs about the presence of bugs (in our case, forbidden graph
structure or finitely failing execution paths). The first under-approximate calculus of this kind was introduced by De Vries and Koutavas [30], who proposed
the notion of under-approximate validity, and defined a ‘Reverse Hoare Logic’
for proving reachability specifications over the proper states of imperative randomised programs. O’Hearn’s incorrectness logic [21] extended this program logic
to support under-approximate reasoning about executions that result in errors,
an idea we adopt to support reasoning about both successful computations (ok)
and finitely failing executions (er). Both of these program logics use variants to
reason about while-loop termination, but unlike standard Hoare logics, require
that the variant decreases in the backwards direction. Our IterVar rule is similar, but requires the number of iterations to be known as E-conditions are not
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expressive enough to specify parameterised graph properties, for example, the
existence of a cycle of length n.
Raad et al. [28] combined separation logic with incorrectness logic to facilitate proofs about the presence of bugs using local reasoning, i.e. specifications
that focus only on the region of memory being accessed. They found that the
original model of separation logic, which does not distinguish dangling pointers
from pointers we have no knowledge about, to be incompatible with the underapproximate frame rule. This was resolved by refining the model with negative
heap assertions that can specify that a location has been de-allocated.
Murray [18] proposed the first under-approximate relational logic, allowing
for reasoning about the behaviours of pairs of programs. As many important
security properties (e.g. noninterference, function sensitivity, refinement) can be
specified as relational properties, Murray’s program logic can be used to provably
demonstrate the presence of insecurity.
Bruni et al. [6] incorporate incorrectness logic in a proof system for abstract
interpretation that combines over- and under-approximation. Given an abstraction that is ‘locally complete’ (i.e. complete only for some specific inputs, rather
than all possible inputs), they show that it is possible to prove both the presence
as well as the absence of true alerts.
Incorrectness logics allow formal reasoning about reachability specifications—
in our context, the presence of finite failure or forbidden graph structure. A complementary approach is to find counterexamples (i.e. instances of the forbidden
structure) using model checkers such as Groove [9]. Analysing graph transformation systems can be challenging, however, as they often have infinite state
spaces, but this can be mitigated by using bounded model checking [15].

7

Conclusion and Future Work

We proposed an incorrectness logic for under-approximate reasoning about graph
programs, demonstrating that the deductive rules of Hoare logics can be ‘reversed’ to prove the presence of graph transformation bugs, such as the possibility of illegal graph substructures or finitely failing execution paths. In particular,
we presented a calculus of incorrectness axioms and rules, proved them to be
sound and relatively complete with respect to a denotational semantics of graph
programs, and demonstrated their use to prove the presence of various bugs in
a faulty node colouring program.
This paper was principally a theoretical exposition, but was motivated by
some potentially interesting applications. One idea (suggested by O’Hearn [21])
is to recast static bug catchers in terms of finding under-approximation proofs.
For instance, incorrectness logic might be able to provide soundness arguments
for approaches that symbolically execute graph or model transformations (e.g. [1,
3, 20]). Another idea is to use it to complement over-approximate proofs: if one is
unable to prove a partial correctness specification or the absence of failure [26],
switch to under-approximate proofs instead and reason about the circumstances
that could cause some undesirable result to be reachable.
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Beyond exploring these potential applications, future work should also extend our logic to a full-fledged graph programming language (e.g. GP 2 [23], or
the recipes of Groove [8, 9]). It is also important to investigate how to make
incorrectness reasoning for graph programs easier. This could be in the form of
guidelines on how to come up with incorrectness specifications (reasoning over
a whole graph can be counter-intuitive, as Examples 4 and 5 demonstrate), or
some derived proof rules for simplifying reasoning about common patterns.
Acknowledgements. I am grateful to the ICGT’21 referees for their detailed
reviews and suggestions, which have helped to improve the quality of this paper.
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Appendix
Proof (Proposition 1; Lemmata 1–2). By induction over the form of E-conditions,
following the proof structure for transformations ‘App’, ‘A’, and ‘L’ for the similar assertion language in [24].
t
u
Proof (Proposition 2). =⇒. Assume that H |= WPost(R, c). There exists some
r ∈ R such that:
H |= wpost(r, c) = ∃x1 , · · · xn .∃∅ ,→ R.Dang(r−1 ) ∧ Right(r, Shift(r, c)).
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There exists an h : RI ,→ G such that h |=I Dang(r−1 ) ∧ Right(r, Shift(r, c)).
Using Proposition 1, there exists a direct derivation from some graph G to H
via r = hL ⇒ Ri, and by Lemma 2, there exists some g : LI ,→ G such that
g |=I Shift(r, c). By Lemma 1, G |= c.
⇐=. Assume that there exists a graph G such that G |= c and G ⇒R H.
There exists some r = hL ⇒ Ri ∈ R such that G ⇒r H. By the definition of |=,
Lemma 1, and Lemma 2, there exists some h : RI ,→ G |=I Right(r, Shift(r, c)).
By the definition of direct derivations and Proposition 1, h |=I Dang(r−1 ),
and thus h |=I Dang(r−1 ) ∧ Right(r, Shift(r, c)). By the definition of |=, H |=
∃x1 , · · · xn .∃R.Dang(r−1 ) ∧ Right(r, Shift(r, c)), that is, H |= wpost(r, c). Being
a disjunct of WPost(r, c), we derive the result H |= WPost(r, c).
t
u
Proof (Theorem 1). Given ` [c]P [ : d], we need to show that |= [c]P [ : d]. We
consider each axiom and proof rule in turn and proceed by induction on proofs.
RuleSetSucc, RuleSetFail. The validity of these axioms follows immediately from the definitions of JRKok, JRKer, Proposition 1, and Proposition 2.
SeqSucc. Suppose that ` [c]P ; Q[ok : d]. By induction, we have |= [c]P [ok :
e] and |= [e]Q[ok : d]. By definition of |=, for all H.H |= d, there exists a
G0 .G0 |= e with (G0 , G) ∈ JQKok, and for all G0 .G0 |= e, there exists a G.G |= c
with (G, G0 ) ∈ JP Kok. From the definition of |= and JP ; QKok, it then follows
that |= [c]P ; Q[ok : d]. Analogous for case ` [c]P ; Q[er : d].
SeqFail. Suppose that ` [c]P ; Q[er : d]. By induction, we have |= [c]P [er : d].
By definition of |=, for all H.H |= d, there exists a G.G |= c with (G, H) ∈ JP Ker.
By the definition of JP ; QKer and |=, it follows that |= [c]P ; Q[er : d].
IfElse. Suppose that ` [c]if R then P else Q[ : d]. By induction, we
have |= [c ∧ App(R)]P [ : d] or |= [c ∧ ¬App(R)]Q[ : d]. From the definition
of |=, Jif R then P else QK, and Proposition 1, we obtain the result that
|= [c]if R then P else Q[ : d].
Cons. Suppose that ` [c]P [ : d]. By induction, we have |= [c0 ]P [ : d0 ],
|= d =⇒ d0 , and |= c0 =⇒ c. It immediately follows that |= [c]P [ : d].
IterZero. For every graph G.G |= c ∧ ¬App(R), by Proposition 1, G 6⇒R ,
(G, G) ∈ JRKer, and thus (G, G) ∈ JR!Kok. It immediately follows that |= [c ∧
¬App(R)]R![ok : c ∧ ¬App(R)].
Iter. Suppose that ` [c ∧ App(R)]R![ok : d ∧ ¬App(R)]. By induction,
|= [c ∧ App(R)]R; R![ok : d ∧ ¬App(R). By definition of |=, for all H.H |=
d ∧ ¬App(R), there exists some G.G |= c ∧ App(R) and (G, H) ∈ JR; R!Kok. By
the definition of JR!Kok and |=, we obtain |= [c ∧ App(R)]R![ok : d ∧ ¬App(R)].
IterVar. Suppose that ` [c0 ]R![ok : cn ]. By induction, |= [ci−1 ]R[ok : ci ]
for every 0 < i ≤ n and |= cn =⇒ ¬App(R). By the definition of |= and JRKok,
for every Gi .Gi |= ci , there exists some Gi−1 .Gi−1 |= ci−1 and Gi−1 ⇒R Gi . It
follow that there is a sequence of derivations G0 ⇒R · · · ⇒R Gn with G0 |= c0
and Gn |= cn . By |= cn =⇒ ¬App(R) and Proposition 1, we have Gn 6⇒R ,
i.e. (Gn , Gn ) ∈ JRKer. Together with the definition of JR!Kok, it follows that
|= [c0 ]R![ok : cn ].
t
u
Proof (Theorem 2). We prove relative completeness extensionally by showing
that for every program P , extensional assertion c, and exit condition  ∈ {ok, er},
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` [c]P [ : WPOST[P, c]], where WPOST[P, c] is an extensional assertion expressing the weakest postcondition relative to P and c, i.e. if |= [c]P [ : d] for any d,
then d =⇒ WPOST[P, c] is valid. Relative completeness is obtained by applying
the rule of consequence to ` [c]P [ : WPOST[P, c]].
Rule Application ( = ok). Immediate from RuleSetSucc and Cons.
Rule Application ( = er). Immediate from RuleSetFail, the definition of
JRKer, and Cons.
Sequential Composition ( = ok). In this case,
H |= WPOST[P ; Q, c]

iff ∃G.G |= c and (G, H) ∈ JP ; QKok

iff ∃G, G0 .G |= c, (G, G0 ) ∈ JP Kok, and (G0 , H) ∈ JQKok

iff ∃G0 .G0 |= WPOST[P, c] and (G0 , H) ∈ JQKok

iff H |= WPOST[Q, WPOST[P, c]]

By induction we have ` [WPOST[P, c]]Q[ok : WPOST[Q, WPOST[P, c]]] and
` [c]P [ok : WPOST[P, c]]. By SeqSucc we derive the triple ` [c]P ; Q[ok :
WPOST[Q, WPOST[P, c]]], and by Cons ` [c]P ; Q[ok : WPOST[P ; Q, c]].
Sequential Composition ( = er). If the program P ; Q fails and the error
occurs in Q, then the proof is analogous to the ok case. If the error occurs in P :
H |= WPOST[P ; Q, c]

iff ∃G.G |= c and (G, H) ∈ JP ; QKer

iff ∃G.G |= c and (G, H) ∈ JP Ker

iff H |= WPOST[P, c]

By induction we have ` [c]P [er : WPOST[P, c]], and by SeqFail derive `
[c]P ; Q[er : WPOST[P, c]]. With Cons we get ` [c]P ; Q[er : WPOST[P ; Q, c]].
If-then-else. The proof for this case follows a similar structure to sequential
composition but treating the two branches separately.
Iteration. Define ci as WPOST[R, ci−1 ] for every 0 < i ≤ n. We have:
Gn |= WPOST[R!, c0 ]

iff ∃G0 .G0 |= c0 and (G0 , Gn ) ∈ JR!Kok

iff ∃G0 , · · · Gn−1 .(Gi−1 , Gi ) ∈ JRKok for all 0 < i ≤ n, and (Gn , Gn ) ∈ JRKer
iff ∃G1 , · · · Gn−1 .G1 |= WPOST[R, c0 ], (Gi−1 , Gi ) ∈ JRKok for all 1 < i ≤ n
and (Gn , Gn ) ∈ JRKer

iff Gn |= cn and cn =⇒ ¬App(R)
By induction, ` [ci−1 ]R[ok : WPOST[R, ci−1 ]] and thus ` [ci−1 ]R[ok : ci ]. By
IterVar and Cons derive the result, ` [c0 ]R![ok : WPOST[R!, c0 ]].
t
u

